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Abstract: Results obtained from researches realized during a project that had as main objective to
increase the lifetime of mechatronic friction components are presented in this paper. Experiments
were made testing Al, Cr, Ti thin layers and Ti+Al multilayer deposited by the electron beam
evaporation method on OLC45, Rul1, C120, OSC steel substrates. After these tests, Ti and Cr thin
films proved to be the materials with the highest wear resistance. The behaviour of Ti and Cr layers
deposited on mechatronic components has been analysed comparatively with the purpose of
obtaining information on these layers wear resistance in real medium. The functional tests were
performed in dynamic and real-time conditions, evaluating the tribological behaviour of the
components belonging to a guiding-precentration device made of Rul1 steel. Results obtained after
testing Ti and Cr thin films as main materials that have the capacity to increase the lifetime of
mechatronic components are presented in this paper. Taking into account the behaviour of these
nanostructured layers, the main conclusion was that Ti and Cr thin films should be integrated into
real mechatronic systems.
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1. Introduction
Nanostructured thin films are nowadays one of the
most important materials that can be applied in
different domains, like engineering (e.g. mechanical
engineering, mechatronics), physics, chemistry,
medicine (e.g. implants). In mechanical engineering,
different materials are used, with increased
hardness, materials that withstand the highest
temperatures or with a high strength-to-weight
ratio. Thin films offer the opportunity to reduce the
wear, wear particles production and ions release
because have superior properties comparing with
other simple surfaces.
Mechatronics is a complete domain, that
integrates mechanical, electronic, and informatic
systems. Most of the high-tech products made today
are mechatronic products: cars, industrial robots,
microrobots used in the military industry,
nanorobots used for medical investigations,
prosthetic systems and artificial organs, office
equipment, audio, video recording systems etc. All
these mechatronic systems have components with
relative movements being subjected to specific
tribological phenomena. Therefore, these mechanical
components must have a proper shape, must be
made of a resistant material with special functional
characteristics imposed by the working conditions.

The mechanical strength and surface/ material
properties (e.g. hardness) are crucial for structural
mechatronic components (bearings, springs, axles,
shafts, beams, bars, balks, sleepers, flanges, etc.).
Surface forces and friction are decisive factors in
the functioning of the mechatronic systems. The
friction is strongly dependent on the surface
interactions. The friction reduction in these systems
has beneficial effects, like: energy consumption as
small as possible and implicitly the use of some
autonomous energy micro-sources of the smallest
size (micro-batteries); avoiding blockages at micro
interactions level ensuring a high reliability to the
mechatronic microsystems; reducing stick-slip
phenomena with the increase of the microsystems
working precision.
Interaction of the friction couplings surfaces
produces, from tribological point of view, a process
of progressive loss of material – wear. This materials
destruction is produced by different mechanisms,
which in some systems can be combined. The state of
the surfaces resulted by wear influences the friction.
Decrease of the wear process can be realized
using thin films, that has as main result the
improvement of mechatronic components surfaces.
Materials used to improve the tribological
characteristics of these surfaces must have essential
properties, like: high adhesion to the substrate, high
hardness, low porosity and thermal stability at high
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temperatures and corrosion resistance, friction
coefficient as low as possible.
Taking into account that the wear process
described above can have negative effects on the
mechatronic systems, the authors studied the
possibility to increase the lifetime of these
components using thin films. This was done by
experiments realized during the project "Micro/
Nanometric Coatings for Improving the Functional
Characteristics of Structures of the Mechatronic
Components". Over several stages, metallic thin films
were deposited on different types of steel,
characterized and finally, were tested in real
conditions on mechatronic components.
In this paper are presented, mainly, the results
obtained after testing, in real conditions, two types
of thin films (Ti, Cr) deposited on mechatronic
components. The behaviour of these materials in the
mechatronic systems was comparatively analysed in
order to obtain information on the wear resistance
of the deposited thin layers. Physico-mechanical
properties and surface topography of thin films
deposited were determined and analysed.

The components of this device, with two different
diameters – 10 cm (a) and 14 cm (b) – can be seen in
figure 2.

Figure 1: Schematic of the Guiding-precentration
Device

2. Materials and Experimental Methods
• Materials
Considering that the main objective of the project
was to carry out an applicative study of the thin
layers, few metallic materials were selected and
were deposited on several types of steel substrates.
Nanostructured Al, Cr, Ti thin layers and Ti+Al
multilayer have been deposited on OLC45, Rul1,
C120 and OSC steel substrates to improve their
quality. These depositing materials, and substrates
have been chosen because of the importance they
have in engineering, being created mechatronic
components, like: gauges, sleeves, actuators,
measuring dowels, counterparts, positioning
supports, body of gauges, calibre and ledges, sensing
heads, standards, and punches, that are subjected,
over time, to the wear process.

(a)

• Tested mechatronic components
Starting from the results obtained after
previously deposition and testing of thin films, Ti
and Cr were selected for subsequent applicative
tests. The behaviour of Ti and Cr layers deposited on
mechatronic components has been analysed
comparatively with the purpose of obtaining
information on the wear resistance of these layers in
real medium.
The functional tests were performed in dynamic
and real-time conditions, aiming to evaluate the
tribological behaviour of the components belonging
to a guiding-precentration device. The schematic of
the guiding-precentration device is shown in figure
1.
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(b)
Figure 2: Components of the Tested Guiding Device
with 10 cm diameter (a) and 14 cm diameter (b).


Experimental methods

Deposition methods
In order to achieve the objectives proposed in
this project, the materials mentioned above were
deposited using the electrons beam evaporation
method. Electron beam evaporation is a technique
for depositing thin metallic layers for transposing
the geometries from the mask into the substrate
followed by the lift-off.
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Temescal FC-2000 system was used for thin films
deposition in the present experiments.
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) method was
used to determine the thickness of the deposited thin
layers. This method measures a mass variation on
the surface unit by measuring the frequency change
of a quartz crystal. The oscillation frequency of the
quartz crystal partly depends on the thickness of the
crystal. When a mass is deposited on the crystal
surface, the thickness increases; consequently, the
oscillation frequency decreases from the initial
value. Frequency measurements allow to measure
mass densities to a level below 1 μg/cm2. A typical
configuration for QCM contains water cooling tubes,
retention unit, equipment for frequency detection
through an input micro-point, an oscillating source,
and a measuring and recording device.
 Mechatronic components testing
Testing of the mechatronic components was
performed according to the following working
scheme (Figure 3). The eccentrical cam has been
mounted in the universal normal lathe, SN 320 type.
The eccentricity e = 3.5 mm allows a double
(round-trip) race of the conical dowel of 7 mm/rot.
The conical dowel has been mounted in the
device support. The guiding-precentration device
was fixed to the knife support of the trolley. The
conical dowel has been brought into contact with the
cam surface, moving in a forward-and-backward
movement.

 Methods
of
analysis
and
characterization
Characterization of the thin films surfaces
deposited and subjected to wear tests provide
information on topography, physico-mechanical
characteristics (microdurity, adhesion, etc.), and
structural characteristics.
Al, Cr, Ti thin films and Ti+Al multilayer
deposited and wear tested were physicomechanically and topographically analysed, using
hardness determination systems (VRSA-251
hardness measurement system and HMV-2 system),
a CETR-UMT 2 system for determination of thin film
adhesion, an NTEGRA Probe NanoLaboratory NTMDT atomic force microscope for topographic
characterization and a KLA TENCOR MICRO XAM
100
system
for
measuring
the
surface
microgeometry.
Ti and Cr thin films deposited on the mechatronic
components tested under real operating conditions
were also characterized from physico-mechanical
and topographical point of view.
Physico-mechanical characterization was realized
by determining the deposited thin layers hardness
and determining the mechatronic components
diameter before and after the wear tests.
The hardness of the thin layers deposited on the
mechatronic components tested was measured using
the VRSA-251 hardness measurement system
(Figure 4). Generally, this is a system used in the
advanced microtechnology to evaluate superficial
structures by measuring the manufactured parts
hardness of high endurance used in the industrial
environment.

Figure 3: Working Scheme for Testing the
Mechatronic Components of the Guidingprecentration Device
Universal speed was set to the value n = 46 rpm.
For example, 2760 double races are registered in 1
hour. To improve the testing conditions, a vaseline
pellicle was applied, in the contact area between the
conical dowel and the cam.
The
testing
program
contained
wear
determinations of the uncoated and coated conical
type components, as shown in the section on
recorded results.

Figure 4: VRSA-251 Hardness Measurement System
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DMS 680 lengths measuring machine (Figure 5),
and the non-contact measurement system by
scanning the laser beam – AEROEL (Figure 6) were
used in order to determine the diameter of the
mechatronic components before and after the wear
testing.
DMS 680 lengths measuring machine (Figure 5)
has as main applications the determination of in
shape and dimensioning errors of simple limitative
cylindrical gauges, and determination of the errors
indicating the formation of gauges and micrometers.

3. Results and Discussions
The
physico-mechanical
and
topographic
characteristics of the surfaces of the initial
mechatronic components and of those coated with Ti
and Cr layers before and after the wear tests were
analysed. Following the wear tests, the strength of
these layers and their ability to extend the lifetime of
the mechatronic components were determined.


Physico-mechanical characterization

 Hardness of the tested mechatronic
components
The hardness of the tested mechatronic
components was determined using the VRSA-251
hardness measurement system. The following values
were obtained (Table 1) for the interior and exterior
surfaces of the components.

Table 1. Hardness of the Interior and Exterior Surfaces
of the Tested Mechatronic Components
Figure 5: DMS 680 Lengths Measuring Machine
The non-contact measurement system by
scanning the laser beam - AEROEL (Figure 6) is a
high-precision equipment that can dimensionally
measure very quickly a wide range of surfaces of the
different shapes and sizes parts. It is made up of the
following component parts: measuring head,
interface and data processing and display systems.
Diameters up to 80 mm, the position of the axes
towards the outside with a very high precision, and a
very high speed, statistical determinations min, max
for drawn, pulled, forged semi-manufactured
products or at active control on the production flow
can be measured using this system.

Component
Dowel
Sleeve

Average interior
hardness HRC
61
63

Average exterior
hardness HRC
62
61

From the average hardness measurements on the
interior and exterior side of the mechatronic
components tested, it was concluded that although
the mean values do not differ greatly, the sleeve has
a higher hardness on the inner side (63 HRC), and
the dowel has a higher hardness on the outside part
(62 HRC).
 Determination of the diameter of the
mechatronic components tested
The mechatronic components were subjected to
some wear tests by rotation. The large diameter
component was subjected to maximum 13800 (5
hours) rotation cycles, and the small diameter
component was subjected to maximum 8280 (3
hours) rotation cycles. Diameter average values of
the mechatronic components with large and small
diameter, obtained before and after testing are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Diameter Average Values of the Mechatronic
Components with Large and Small Diameter Before
and After the Wear Testing
Figure 6: The Non-contact Measurement System by
Scanning the Laser Beam - AEROEL
A NTEGRA Probe NanoLaboratory NT-MDT
atomic force microscope was used for the
topographic characterization of the Cr and Ti layers
before and after the wear testing of the mechatronic
components used.
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Diameter
(mm)

Initial diameter
Diameter after the
wear tests

Mechatronic
component
with
large
diameter

Mechatronic
component
with
small
diameter

13.9901200

9.9963000

13.9895239

9.9960679
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A decrease of the diameter of the large diameter
mechatronic component can be observed. This is due
to wear following the rotation tests and has a value
of 596.1 nm. It involves the destruction of a layer of
298.05 nm out of the mechatronic component
surface tested after those 13800 rotation cycles.
A lower value of the diameter decrease occurs in
the case of the small diameter mechatronic
component, following 3 hours of testing. It is about a
difference of 232.1 nm. This means destroying a
layer of 116.05 nm out of the surface of the
mechatronic component tested after 8280 rotation
cycles.
Ti layer (100 nm) and Cr layer (50 nm) coated
mechatronic components were also subjected to
wear tests, being subjected to 2760 (1 hour), 5520 (2
hours), and, finally to 8280 (3 hours) rotation cycles.
The average values of the diameters of the two
pieces coated with Ti and Cr obtained before and
after testing are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Diameters Average Values of the Large
Diameter Mechatronic Component Coated with Ti
Layer and of the Small Diameter Mechatronic
Component Coated with Cr Layer, Before and After the
Wear Testing
Diameter
(mm)
Initial diameter
Diameter after
hour testing
Diameter after
hours testing
Diameter after
hours testing

1

Ti layer (100
nm)
13.99217
13.99205

Cr layer
(50 nm)
9.99019
9.99016

2

13.99196

9.99009

3

13.99184

9.98998

The large diameter mechatronic component,
coated with a 100 nm Ti layer, had a decrease of the
diameter of 332 nm. Thus, it is about the destruction
of a 166 nm layer after those 8280 rotation cycles.
After 5520 rotation cycles there is a 102.25 nm layer
destruction, which means that the Ti layer was
destroyed before 2 hours of testing.
The small diameter mechatronic component,
coated with a 50 nm Cr layer, had a decrease of the
diameter of 210.1 nm. Thus, it is about the
destruction of a 105.05 nm layer after those 8280
rotation cycles. After 5520 rotation cycles, there is a
49.35 nm layer destruction, which means that the Cr
layer was destroyed after 2 hours of testing.
From these observations it was concluded that
the Cr layer, although thinner, has a higher
resistance to wear tests. The difference in resistance
between the two layers is not very high, but a Cr
layer twice as thin as the Ti layer resists a little more
to a wear test carried out under the same conditions.
Thus, coating with the Cr layer contributes to the
surface hardening and wear resistance of the small
diameter mechatronic component.

 Structural
and
topographic
characterization of the analysed surfaces

As a result of the macroscopic observations, the
thin films deposited were also characterized at the
microscopic scale using the NTEGRA atomic force
microscope. From the images obtained after the
microscopic analysis of the samples, the complete
joining between the layer and the substrate was
observed. Also, from these analyses, it was observed
that all deposited layers have uniformity, but at
microscopic level, using the atomic force microscopy,
it is demonstrated that they all do not have a very
flat surface.
The main information related to the tested
surfaces were obtained after analysing the
topographic parameters (roughness Ra, surface
skewness Rsk, coefficient of kurtosis Rka) determined
after the AFM study.
Surface roughness Ra was used as an indicator of
the deposited layers deterioration obtaining
information on variation in height from one point to
another. This is quantified by the deviations of the
real surface from its ideal shape. If these deviations
are high, the surface is rough, and if deviations are
small, the surface is smooth.
Surface skewness Rsk assesses the asymmetry
degree of a distribution. The surface skewness Rsk is
negative or positive as the survey distribution is
asymmetrical to the left or to the right. A symmetric
distribution, such as normal distribution, has a null
asymmetry.
Coefficient of kurtosis Rka, is part of indices
assessing the form of a distribution. A high
coefficient of kurtosis shows a distribution with
large „queues”, while a small coefficient of kurtosis
shows a distribution in which fewer categories
deviated from the mean are present. In the case of a
distribution close to the normal distribution, the
coefficient of kurtosis is around 3. Based on this
result, the excess E is defined as the difference
between the coefficient of kurtosis and 3. For E > 0,
the distribution is called leptokurtic (the height of
the curve is higher than the normal curve), and for E
< 0 it is called platykurtic (the curve is flattened). If E
= 0, the distribution is mesokurtic. High excess data
sets tend to have a distinct peak around the average.
Low excess data sets tend to have a flat maximum
near average, rather than a sharp peak. A uniform
distribution would be the extreme case.
 Topographic characterization of the
mechatronic components surfaces with different
diameters on which depositions were realized
The surfaces of the mechatronic components
with different diameters were characterized by
atomic force microscopy technique, using NTEGRA
atomic force microscope. Few examples of the
results obtained are presented in table 4 and table 5.
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Table 4. AFM Characterization of the Surfaces of the Large-Diameter Mechatronic Component Made of the Rul1
Steel, Prior to Testing

Table 5. AFM Characterization of the Surfaces of the Small-Diameter Mechatronic Component Made of the Rul1
Steel, Prior to Testing
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Analysing the results obtained after atomic force
microscopy scanning it was possible to determine
few topographic parameters that offers information
about the surface of these components. Average
values of the topographic parameters obtained
following the characterization of the surfaces of the
large-diameter and small-diameter mechatronic
components made of the Rul1 steel, prior to testing
are presented in table 6.
Table 6. Average Values of the Topographic
Parameters Obtained Following the Characterization
of the Surfaces of the Large-Diameter and SmallDiameter Mechatronic Components Made of the Rul1
Steel, Prior to Testing
Topographic
parameters
Roughness Ra
(nm)
Surface
skewness Rsk
Coefficient of
kurtosis Rka

Mechatronic
component
Rul1 with large
diameter
98,03766

Mechatronic
component Rul1
with
small
diameter
66,36966

0.96307

1.18218

1.19396

1.32880

Following the analysis of the Rul1 steel layer
surface of the two components used in the
experiments it was observed that the roughness had
average values up to 100 nm. These indicate a
smooth surface, with some deviations from the ideal
shape, probably presented following the processing
before the wear test.
Surface skewness Rsk assesses the asymmetry
degree of the two components surfaces. For both, the
large diameter mechatronic component and the
small diameter mechatronic component, the values
of this parameter are positive, indicating a survey
distribution asymmetrical to the right.
Taking into account and the coefficient of
kurtosis Rka, the shape of the Rul1 steel surfaces
distribution on the two pieces was considered more
complex. This considers the excess E - the difference
between the coefficient of kurtosis and 3. According
to the obtained values of the coefficient of kurtosis
Rka, the two pieces have the negative excess, which
indicates a platykurtic distribution.
Similar analyses have been done for the surfaces
of
the large-diameter
and
small-diameter
mechatronic components made of the Rul1 steel,
after wear testing. Few examples of the results
obtained are presented in table 7 and table 8.

Table 7. AFM Characterization of the Surfaces of the Large-Diameter Mechatronic Component Made of the Rul1
Steel, After Wear Testing
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Table 8. AFM Characterization of the Surfaces of the Small-Diameter Mechatronic Components Made of the Rul1
Steel, After Wear Testing.

Average values of the topographic parameters
obtained following the atomic force microscopy
characterization of the surfaces of the large-diameter
and small-diameter mechatronic components made
of the Rul1 steel, after wear testing are presented in
table 9.
Table 9. Average Values of the Topographic
Parameters Obtained Following the Characterization
of the Surfaces of the Large-Diameter and SmallDiameter Mechatronic Components Made of the Rul1
Steel, After Wear Testing
Topographi
c parameters

Roughness
Ra (nm)
Surface
skewness Rsk
Coefficient
of kurtosis Rka

Mechatronic
component Rul1
with
large
diameter
146,21720

Mechatronic
component Rul1
with
small
diameter
77,95353

0.71386

-1.55886

-0.31847

2.71282

Following the wear tests, the roughness values
increased in the case of both components surfaces.
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The variation of this parameter is greater for the
large diameter component, which can demonstrate
the existence of a hard surface, destroyed after the
wear tests. The variation of only 11 nm that appears
for the smaller diameter component indicates that it
had a higher resistance to the wear tests than the
large diameter component.
Surface skewness decreases after the wear tests
for both pieces. The large-diameter mechatronic
component has a positive surface skewness Rsk,
indicating a survey distribution asymmetrical to the
right. Coefficient of kurtosis Rka decreases for this
piece, resulting in a greater negative effort than
before the wear tests, which demonstrates the
existence of a platykurtic distribution. For the smalldiameter mechatronic component, the surface
skewness Rsk decreases, becoming negative,
demonstrating the existence of a survey distribution
asymmetrical to the left. This also indicates the
surface destruction, resulting in a change in surface
asymmetry after the wear tests.
Coefficient of kurtosis Rka increases for the smalldiameter mechatronic component, but its value
indicates the existence of a negative excess that does
not change the type of distribution previously
existing. It is a platykurtic distribution, which may
indicate a lower surface damage following the
testing processes.
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Topographic characterization of the
thin layers' surfaces deposited and subjected to
applicative wear tests
A couple of the results obtained after the AFM
characterization of the Ti and Cr thin layers

deposited on the Rul1 surfaces of mechatronic
components and the topographic parameters
calculated using the NTEGRA AFM software are
presented in table 10.

Table 10. AFM Characterization of Thin Layers Surfaces Deposited on the Rul1 Mechatronic Components Prior to
Testing
Ti layer (100 nm)

Cr layer (50 nm)
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The average values of the topographic
parameters obtained after the atomic force
microscopy characterization for the two metallic
layers deposited on mechatronic components are
presented in table 11.
Table 11. Average Values of the Topographic
Parameters Obtained After the Characterization of the
Deposited Thin Layers Surfaces, Prior to Testing
Topographi
c parameters
Roughness
Ra (nm)
Surface
skewness Rsk
Coefficient
of kurtosis Rka

Ti layer
(100 nm)
81,46768

Cr layer
(50 nm)
34,45672

1.33433

1.75503

2.20771

4.30302

The roughness values of the two layers surfaces
(Ti and Cr), of the tens of nm order, deposited on the
two pieces indicate the existence of uniform layers,
well deposited, the Cr layer being much smoother
than the Ti layer.

Surface skewness Rsk of the Ti layer deposited on
the surface of the large diameter mechatronic
component has a positive value, indicating a survey
distribution asymmetrical to the right.
Coefficient of kurtosis Rka has a positive value, but
the resulting excess is still negative. This indicates a
platykurtic distribution. Given that the excess value
is -0.792287667, very close to zero, it is approaching
to a mesokurtic distribution.
Surface skewness Rsk of the Cr layer deposited on
the surface of the small diameter mechatronic
component has a positive value, indicating a survey
distribution asymmetrical to the right.
Coefficient of kurtosis Rka has a positive, but
rather high value, so the excess is positive. Taking
this into account, it results that the deposited Cr
layer has a leptokurtic distribution.
The AFM characterization had been also realized
for thin layers surfaces deposited on the Rul1
mechatronic components after the applicative wear
testing. Few examples are presented in Table 12.

Table 12. AFM Characterization of Thin Layers Surfaces Deposited on the Rul1 Mechatronic Components After
Applicative Wear Testing
Ti layer (100 nm)

Cr layer (50 nm)
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The average values of the topographic
parameters obtained after the atomic force
microscopy characterization for the two metallic
layers deposited on mechatronic components and
subjected to the applicative wear tests are presented
in table 13.
Table 13. Average Values of the Topographic
Parameters Obtained After Characterization of the
Surfaces of Thin Layers Deposited and Subjected to the
Applicative Wear Tests
Topographic
parameters
Roughness Ra
(nm)
Surface
skewness Rsk
Coefficient of
kurtosis Rka

Ti layer
(100 nm)
97,12726
1.16555
1.50068

Cr layer
(50 nm)
42,158
3
1.6931
7
3.4801
4

Following the wear tests, the roughness values of
the two layers increase, but with very low values,
indicating a high resistance of the two materials. The
difference between the two values (before and after
testing) is lower for the Cr layer, highlighting a
higher resistance of this layer compared to the Ti
layer.
Surface skewness Rsk of the Ti layer surface after
the applicative wear tests has a positive, but lower
value than that of the deposited layer, indicating a
survey distribution asymmetrical to the right.
Coefficient of kurtosis Rka has a lower value than
before testing, but still positive.

This leads to a negative excess, indicating a
platykurtic distribution.
Surface skewness Rsk of the Cr layer surface after
the applicative wear tests has a positive, but lower
value than that of the deposited layer, indicating an
asymmetric survey distribution to the right. And for
this layer, the flattening coefficient Rka has a lower
value than before testing, but still positive. The
obtained excess is positive. Taking this into account,
it results that the Cr layer deposited and subjected to
applicative wear tests has a leptokurtic distribution.
Given that the value of excess is equal to
0.48014333, very close to zero, it is approaching to a
mesokurtic distribution.
After the comparative analysis of the obtained
topographic parameters, a decrease of the surfaces
roughness of both tested mechatronic components,
both that coated with Ti and that coated with Cr, was
observed. In both cases, the resulting difference is:
- 0.049089947 for the Ti layer deposited on the
large diameter mechatronic component;
- 0.035795233 for the Cr layer deposited on the
small diameter mechatronic component.
This decrease in roughness, which also means a
low surface destruction, demonstrates an increase in
the surface resistance of the mechatronic component
after depositing on its surface the two types of
metallic layers.
After depositing the layers and analysing the
roughness of the two uncoated components surface
compared to the roughness of the layers following
the applicative wear tests, a decrease in the surface
roughness of the tested component was observed for
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both materials. This once again demonstrates that Ti
and Cr thin layers improve the wear resistance of the
mechatronic components made of Rul1 steel.
If are taken into account the roughness values of
the two layers after applicative wear testing, it has
been observed that the value of this parameter for
the Cr layer surface is less than that of the Ti layer
surface. This demonstrates a lower destruction of Cr
layer uniformity compared to Ti layer, and, again, the
utility of these thin layers in the mechatronic
applications.

4. Conclusions
The main purpose of the experimental studies
carried out within this project was to highlight the
importance of thin metallic layers for applications in
the mechatronic field.
That is why Ti and Cr thin layers have been tested
by functional tests in dynamic and real-time
conditions, with the aim of evaluating the
tribological behaviour of the components belonging
to a guiding-precentration device.
The experimental tests and analysis carried out
led to the following general conclusions:
 Cr thin layer deposited on mechatronic
components showed the highest hardness after the
wear tests;
 Ti also leads to increase of the wear
resistance of the mechatronic components surfaces
tested, but the Cr layer is superior in terms of
physico-mechanical properties;
 the positive value of the surface skewness,
for both deposited layers, indicates a survey
distribution asymmetrical to the right, both before
and after testing the mechatronic components, so,
not a very large change of surface characteristics
after testing;
 coefficient of kurtosis shows values that lead
to a negative excess, indicating a platykurtic
distribution. The only exception is in the case of the
Cr layer after the wear test, when the excess
becomes positive, demonstrating a leptokurtic
distribution;
 taking into account that the average
roughness values are of the nm order it was
considered that there was not a very large
destruction of the deposited layers. The Cr layer
deposited on the mechatronic components tested
shows the lowest value of the roughness;
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 analysing the variation of the coated pieces
diameter and subjected to the applicative wear tests,
the thickness of the worn layer was determined. In
this way, it was concluded that the deposited Cr
layer exhibits a lower wear than the Ti layer under
the same testing conditions;
 even though the thickness of the Cr layer is
half of Ti layer, the results obtained confirm that the
Cr layer has a hardness and superior wear
resistance.
Thus, the ability of thin nanostructured films (Ti,
Cr) to improve the functional characteristics of the
components of real mechatronic structures has been
demonstrated.
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